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This editorial refers to ‘Cell-based therapies for cardiac
repair: a meeting report on scientific observations and
European regulatory viewpoints’†, by M. Schüssler-Lenz
et al., published in this issue on page 131–139.

The emerging heart failure pandemic, afflicting nearly 30 million
individuals worldwide, underscores the imposing burden of chronic
disease on medical and public unmet needs.1 Tangible achievements
in managing acute coronary syndrome have been in part offset by
incipient organ failure in patients that survive the initial myocardial
insult but ultimately develop an adverse course and require esca-
lation of therapy.2 Heart failure is a leading indication for repeat
hospitalizations across geographies, with poor survivorship halving
affected patient populations within 5 years post-onset.3,4 Identi-
fication of actionable strategies to reverse and reduce myocardial
injury is a recognized priority in order to avert progressive dysfunc-
tion and prevent organ decompensation.5 The increasingly vulner-
able global elderly population necessitates radical advancements in
combating heart failure beyond the current standards of care.

Calls for accelerated discovery and development of new ther-
apies have been issued.6 To address ‘real-life’ patient needs along
with the societal quest for ‘health as value’, modern algorithms
for clinical development of candidate technology incorporate mul-
tidisciplinary assessment by healthcare providers, developers, reg-
ulators, and payers.7 This evolving landscape heralds a shift in the
process of development and authorization of novel therapies, from
the traditional paradigm zoomed-in on therapeutics, to an increas-
ingly holistic evaluation that integrates the whole patient within a
healthcare regimen.

Regenerative technologies exemplify an emerging class of dis-
ruptive innovations that are practice-transformative in nature
aiming at normative organ restitution in the context of advancing
whole-person care.8 Poised to achieve functional and struc-
tural repair, the prospect of regenerative medicine offers
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.. next-generation solutions in promoting wellness while reducing

the socio-economic imperative of life-long disease management.9

Currently, cardiovascular indications account for >25% of all
cell-based regenerative medicine products in development.10

Translation of stem cell technology in clinical trials is increasingly
realized across the globe, with initial emphasis on acute/subacute
myocardial infarction, and more recently on addressing chronic
heart failure. While early post-infarction cell-based interventions
aim to limit damage by altering the myocardial response to injury,
in advanced heart failure the goal becomes restorative through
direct cell-mediated or indirect paracrine-mediated repair mech-
anisms. Experience to date demonstrates reassuring feasibility
and safety, yet indicators of benefit have not been dependably
validated, mandating careful assessment of cell therapy practices.11

In this issue of the European Journal of Heart Failure, a regulatory
viewpoint pertinent to development of cell-based therapies for
cardiac repair is discussed based on expert opinions convened
by the Committee for Advanced Therapies of the European
Medicines Agency.12 Experts acknowledge the general applicability
of the existing European Medicines Agency ‘Guideline on human
cell-based medicinal products’ as a guiding document that provides
fundamental criteria and testing principles for source materials,
design and validation of manufacturing, product characterization,
quality control, traceability, vigilance, and comparability of stem
cells.13 Central to the established guideline is the identity of the
cell population and associated properties including purity, potency,
viability, and suitability for intended use. Within a mixed cellular
population, subject to inherent variability and diverse biologi-
cal activities, proper recognition of target cells is a recognized
challenge.12

Functionality and purity of a cell-based product are influenced
by multiple factors including the starting source, harvesting and
isolation techniques, as well as manufacturing. Standardizing the
manufacturing process and methods for cell collection, production,
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Figure 1 Quality systems to certify regenerative potency of target biotherapeutics. Routine practices utilize standard operating procedures
to collect and deliver either unpurified or, upon selection, purification, and expansion, purified subpopulations. To mitigate heterogeneity
inherent to patient/donor-derived cell products, recommended improvements include certification of regenerative potency prior to release,
packaging, storage, and delivery. An example of a quality system platform, utilized currently in the clinical setting, combines cytotype selection
and phenotype optimization to induce an organotypic cell population whose regenerative potency is certified though the ‘cardiopoietic
index’, ensuring adherence to the targeted regenerative phenotype. Clinical development plans for next-generation regenerative products
are anticipated to rely increasingly on quality systems to ensure uniformity in therapeutic output.

storage, and delivery is especially important as lack of uniformity
in cell procurement and processing compromises clinical outcome,
warranting bona fide optimization.14

Patient-related modifiers, such as age, gender, and
co-morbidities, may further alter stem cell-based repair pro-
ficiency. Within stem cell-treated patient cohorts, only rare
individuals have been found to harbour stem cells that exhibit a
measurable cardio-regenerative aptitude.15 Therefore, use of suit-
able potency assays as quantitative measures of biological activity
is advocated.12 Potency assays may be based on the expression
of markers, such as cell surface markers or activation markers,
or expression patterns of specific genes that correlate with the
intended biological activity.

To mitigate product/patient-inherent variability, state-of-the-art
initiatives integrate quality systems that certify the regen-
erative potency of the target biotherapeutics (Figure 1).15 A
prototype—recently reduced to practice—is the ‘cardiopoietic ..
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. index’ which provides a quality control standard to forecast
stem cell repair potency prior to myocardial delivery.16 This
biomarker-based index relies on a snapshot of canonical
cardiac transcription factors employing gene expression pro-
filing as a means to assess the regenerative quotient of
patient-derived cells. The ‘cardiopoietic index’ is sensitive and
specific in predicting the impact of stem cell benefit on LV func-
tion, and has been incorporated into clinical trial settings to
upgrade procurement of cardio-reparative cells (Figure 1).16,17

Indeed, experts conclude that testing for markers indicative of
lineage-specific differentiation, such as application of the ‘cardiopoi-
etic index’, constitutes an appropriate potency assay for product
release.12

Further refinement in assessing cell fitness for heart repair
would implicate a comprehensive deconvolution of the biological
system regulating regenerative potency. This would probably
include information based on dissecting the full transcriptome
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and microRNA spectrum (miRNome), but also deciphering the
secretome, i.e. the totality of molecules naturally produced and
secreted by cells. Indeed, a lack of definite correlation between
cell dose and benefit on cardiac repair has prompted the notion
that paracrine mechanisms critically contribute to a regenerative
outcome.11 The stem cell secretome would contain the active
pro-regenerative ingredients, in essence advancing the concept of
acellular tissue repair through induction of a regenerative response.
Consideration of ‘cell-free’ molecule-based regeneration may have
manufacturing advantages as an intimate reductionist approach may
offer the achievement of therapeutic uniformity in a cost-effective
manner.11

Regardless of the regenerative platform employed, clinical devel-
opment plans should include proof-of-principle/proof-of-promise
and bio-distribution studies, dose-finding studies, as well as
randomized clinical trials to validate safety and efficacy in
the target population.12 The timing/route of cell delivery
and disease substrate are also critical considerations. Addi-
tional benchmarks—including stratification of patient disease
vulnerability—will be essential to inform a more definitive ther-
apeutic outcome. Confirmatory proof-of-efficacy studies should
comply with disease-specific guidelines, including the need to
select properly the respective target patient population, and the
relevance of validated endpoints. Success in the delivery of regen-
erative medicine procedures will critically depend on the optimal
selection of patient populations and the stratification of disease
severity.

Multinational experiences suggest that translation of regener-
ative principles into practice is an achievable enterprise aiming
to enrich the current heart failure armamentarium. Adoption
of regenerative therapies will require validated clinical evidence,
including demonstration of long-term benefit. To approach accep-
tance, payers will require evidence of safety and efficacy (‘validity’)
until use becomes common (‘utility’).18 Inpatient vs. outpatient site
of care will impact the reimbursement strategy, as will the desig-
nation of technology as a biological, drug, or device. Regulatory
designation of regenerative medicine therapies will play a key role
in how public and private payers will interpret the therapy for reim-
bursement purposes, influencing access upon market clearance.
Beyond emphasis on the value-added proposition, regenerative
solutions will ultimately be tested for their ability to reach broader
populations in need.
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